WE CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING REVIEWERS

AFAANZ Outstanding Reviewers Award

Yang Xu
Effiezal Abdul Wahab
Harjinder Singh
Pei-Chi Kelly Hsiao
Zihang Peng
Ralph Kober
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Best Paper presented by a PhD Student

Sarka Stepankova

with this Award for

“Using More Effective Instructional Verbs to Elevate Auditors’ Professional Skepticism”

coa-authored with Noel Harding, Diane Mayorga and Ken Trotman
We congratulate the winners of the Best Paper Awards.

Auditing

Sponsored by:

ANCAAR

Elizabeth Cowle, Tyler Kleppe, James Moon & Jonathan Shipman

Paper Title:

“Client Consulting Opportunities and the Reemergence of Big 4 Consulting Practices: Implications for the Audit Market”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Corporate Finance

Sponsored by:

Andrew Ferguson, Wei Hu & Peter Lam

Paper Title:

“Enough is enough: policy uncertainty and acquisition abandonment”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Finance

Sponsored by:

myob

Antonio Gargano, Marco Giacoletti & Elvis Jaremcic

Paper Title:

“Attention and House Search: Evidence form Online Listings”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Corporate Governance
Sponsored by:

Lillian Ng, Man Duy Pham & Jing Yu
Paper Title:

“Labor Voice in Corporate Governance: Evidence from Opportunistic Insider Trading”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Corporate Social Responsibility

Sponsored by:

Ivan Diaz - Rainey, Paul Griffin, David Lont, Antonio Jesús Mateo Márquez & Constancio Zamora Ramirez

Paper Title:

“Shareholder activism on climate change: evolution, determinants and consequences”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Education

Sponsored by:

Warrick Long, Maria Northcote, Lisa Barnes & Anthony Williams

Paper Title:

“Is role conflict creating the "nocebo" effect on Accounting education?”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Financial Accounting

Sponsored by:

myob

Chen Chen, Leye Li, Louise Yi Lu & Rencheng Wang

Paper Title:

“Flu Fallout: Evidence on the Effect of Employee Distraction on Corporate Information Production Quality”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNERS OF THE BEST PAPER AWARDS

Management Accounting

Sponsored by:

Dennis Fehrenbacher & Alessandro Ghio

Paper Title:

“What Social Media Activity Influence Trade Credit Levels? Archival and Experimental Evidence”
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNER OF THE PHILIP BROWN AWARD

‘High frequency trading and co-movement in financial markets’


Co-Authored by Laura Malceniece and Karlis Malcenieks (Stockholm School of Economics) and Talis Putnins (University of Technology, Sydney)
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNER OF THE
2019 PETER BROWNELL MANUSCRIPT RIPT AWARD

Awarded to
Sarah Osborne

Paper entitled
‘Abnormal returns and asymmetric information surrounding strategic and financial acquisitions’
Tim Kooijmans

“Costs of the Information Advantage of Financial Intermediaries”

Monash University

Supervisors:
Professor Chris Veld, Professor Abe de Jong and Associate Professor Peter Koudijs
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNER OF THE
AFAANZ 2020 BEST PhD AWARD

Eunice Sie Ning Khoo

“The Impact of Reputation on a Firm’s Financial and Non-Financial Outcomes”

UNSW Sydney

Supervisors:
Professor Gary Monroe and Dr Youngdeok Lim
WE CONGRATULATE THE WINNER OF THE RESEARCH INTERACTIVE SESSION

HaiYan Yang, Daifei Yao and Xin Qu

“How does independent directors’ reputation influence pay-for-performance? Evidence from China”